
May 30, 2021 Faith, Hope, Love WK2 Acts 12

Sermon	Notes	
Acts 12, 1 Peter 1:3–9, 1 Thessalonians 4:13–14, 1 Peter 5:7, Hebrews 4:16 

Today’s Topic: __________________ 

_______________ is a joyful and conMident __________________________ of God’s mercy and peace today and of  

eternal ____________________________ in the future. 

Life in ____________________________ with Jesus is Milled with ___________________. 

We have ________________ even when we don’t have _____________________________________. 

Our _________________ is anchored to the ____________________________ of Jesus Christ from the dead. 

MY	NOTES	|	OBSERVATIONS	|	QUESTIONS	
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May 30, 2021 Faith, Hope, Love WK2 Acts 12

Discussion	Guide	

1. What is one thing that stood out, challenged, or stretched you from the message this week? 
And/or share a story of how you were able to B.L.E.S.S. someone this week.  

2. How would you describe hope to a friend?  

3. ReMlect back on how we described hope in the message today. What words or concepts stand out 
to you and why?  

4. What are some of God’s promises that we can hope for? How does having a relationship with 
Jesus give you hope that these promises are true?  

5. What are some expectations that you are waiting on? Are our expectations always the same as 
God’s promises? Explain.  

6. Describe a time in your life when you found yourself in a difMicult or painful situation that you 
did not understand or could explain. How did God give you hope in that situation? How did this 
impact your faith and relationship with Jesus?  

7. What are some things you see happening in the lives of those around you where you live, work, 
and play that seem hopeless? What is your best next step to encourage them to have hope found 
in Jesus this week? Do you have a story from your own journey in relationship with Jesus that 
you could share with them to give them hope? What is it? 

Prayer Requests:
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